The reason so
many faith-based
institutions turn
to USSC?
Our people.
Whether preserving a pastoral setting at
synagogue, or a peaceful learning environment at
school, or allowing the freedom to fully participate
at an event or public function – maintaining a secure
and safe environment for all is both a delicate
balance and a USSC specialty. To do it, we offer
a wide array of protective and consultative services
tailored exclusively for Jewish entities.

U S S C S E RV I C ES

> Armed and Unarmed Security
> Active Shooter Training
> Risk and Site Security Assessments
> Emergency Action Planning (EAP)
> Training for Emergency Action Plans
> Scenario and Tabletop
> SecureFlex (managed service, de facto
security director)

ARMED AND UNARMED SECURITY:
USSC TRAINING IS ABOVE AND BEYOND.
USSC’s stringent recruitment standards apply
to armed USSC agents as well. Every armed
USSC agent is required to qualify twice annually using
our NRA-certified “zero-miss” Course of Fire. We place
a heavy emphasis on scenario-based training and
weapons safety and handling skills designed to give
our agents the knowledge and abilities to make
good decisions in stressful situations.

The mere presence of our hand-selected
professionals acts as a powerful visual deterrent,
while lending a sense of comfort to congregation
and staff alike. We hear it all the time: USSC
agents are the best of all worlds: polite, effective,
knowledgeable – and the consummate gatekeepers.

USSC agents, handpicked and recruited from law enforcement and the military, rank
among the best in the industry. Professional, on point and vigilant – plus well-dressed,
groomed and on time – every USSC agent arrives trained beyond typical security
curriculums. Expertise includes CPR, AED (defibrillator), behavioral recognition, verbal
de-escalation skill sets (verbal judo to defuse problems before they become emergencies)
and, of course, impeccable customer relations.
For more information, please go to usscinc.com

